
GOT Mobile Function

Facing any of these challenges?

Going to the shop floor 
just for equipment 

checks is such a hassle.

I wish I could easily check 
the production volume at 

my desk or on a big monitor.

Office

Shop
floor

With the GOT Mobile function, 
you can easily check and 

operate the equipment remotely!

Easily Visualize Sites and 
Achieve More with



It would be ideal if we 
could streamline the 

back-and-forth process 
and verification tasks.

Efficiency Improvement Desired in 
Factory Management Operations...

When dealing with adjustments on-site...

There is an error 
with the equipment. 

Could you come 
and check it?

But the shop floor  
is quite far from the 

office. Sigh...

OK. I'm coming.

Having to go all the way to the shop 
floor for every problem is troublesome!

Maintenance staff

Operator

Also in day-to-day work...

 Everyday, this 
task takes up all 

my time...

 I need to monitor 
and verify production 

quantity for all 
processes.

 Is there any 
solution to help us?

Oh no...
Looks like it will 

take a lot of time...

I want to make adjustments 
while checking the 

production line, but I cannot 
see it from here.



 a License of
With the GOT and

GOT

It's so convenient 
being able to check it 
right from my desk!

You can check on your 
PC whenever there is trouble!
No need to go to the 
shop floor!

The on-site adjustment work also 
becomes easier!

The production status can be 
checked on tablets or ANDON!

From any terminal or location, you can

remotely check 
and operate 
equipment.

Time taken to check 
all processes is 
greatly reduced!

Adjustments can be 
made while monitoring 

the production line.



Design Your Screen Freely
to Suit Your Needs!

Shop
floor Perform production line 

adjustments and checks 
using a tablet or PC

Display the production 
status as an ANDON



No special software is required. Easy to 

introduce from a security standpoint as well.

Office

What's
More

Remotely monitor 
from your desk

Display the Screen 
in a browser!

Security Dept.

Browser 
is OK!

With Pocket GOT, 
you won't miss any errors!

Free download

Mobile App

Oh! It's a
notification.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=jp.co.mitsubishielectric.PocketGOT&pcampaignid=web_share


Introduction to
GOT Mobile Function

GOT2000 Series 
GOT Mobile Function 
Application Examples

CLICK

CLICK

REMOTE CONTROL PRECAUTIONS
Before performing remote control of control equipment using the GOT Mobile 
function, fully grasp the circumstances of the worksite and ensure safety.

To learn more about the GOT Mobile 

function, please click the buttons below.

We received internal
recognition and awards
for streamlining tasks

with GOT Mobile!

Yay!

https://www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/media-library/index.html?movie=CYlCuA0gx_M
https://www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/download/search.page?mode=catalog&kisyu=/got&q=L08464ENG



